




 Due Diligence

Hello, it's your friendly neighborhood grifter. I'm here to push dangerous financial instruments on unsophisticated
investors.

This post shows the results of a quick investigation into synthetic forwards in GME's options flow (and the flows of
related tickers). Synthetic forwards can be used in options strategies like the replicating portfolio of variance
swaps, or as a replacement for actually going long or short the underlying. As a side effect of these trades options
market makers will typically buy or sell an equal amount of shares in the underlying (1 delta per options pair, so
100 shares). Since MMs are able to naked short, this allows market participants to get shares without affecting the
underlying, or when none are available.

To enter a synthetic forward, one typically buys a call and writes a put for the same strike and expiry for a long
forward, or writes a call and buys a put for short exposure. For instance, on the 1st of November 2021, the
following trade was made on GME: 2500 calls and 2500 puts at strike $220 and with expiry on the 21st of January
2022, while at the same time 250000 shares were traded in a dark pool.

Method

The tickers GME, AMC, EXPR, M, as well as ETFs with GME exposure were chosen for study. EXPR and M tend
to show up as the top correlations with GME over long timeframes, while AMC has been strongly correlated to
GME since January 2021. I searched their options flow for the for options trades with the following criteria, all of
which had to be true:

a pair of puts and calls on the same underlying

equal strikes and expiry

1 second (or less) apart

a difference in trade volume of less than 10%

The thing with the volume difference is there because some options strategies might require opening additional
contracts in one of the legs which would likely be done in the same trade, and I wanted to make sure to include
them.

It should be noted that it is essentially impossible for me to distinguish between synthetic forwards and straddles,
the latter involving both buying (long straddle) or writing (short straddle) an equal amount of calls and puts on the
same strike. This would require correlating the options flow with other data, such as the consolidated tape, or
(spoiler alert) swap data.

Results

For all the graphics in this section the left Y-axis represents the total daily volume of underlying shares
corresponding to hypothetical synthetic forwards (blue line), while the right Y-axis represents the total daily Dollar
volumes (red line).
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GME — quite the busy stock

AMC — starting January 2021 also kind of busy

EXPR — a wasteland

M — also quite busy

ETFs
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IWM — noise

XRT

IWF

MDY

No other ETFs had options trades fitting the criteria.
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Discussion

The following table lists aggregate (share) volumes on GME for a few months of interest.

December 2020 5098000

January 2021 1296600

February 2021 3391300

March 2021 854100

This suggests that shares "married" to synthetic forwards can not account for the vanishing short interest in
February, even under the assumption that these are all short synthetic forwards.

While this behaviour has been going on for a long time on GME, it sticks out that this trading pattern has a
tendency to occur on dates where GME is seeing major upside. However, it is hard to discern if it is the cause of
the moves, a response to them or part of a larger strategy, because the other, highly correlated stocks do not
show similar patterns.

If any of you still had any doubts, these findings strongly suggests that GME and AMC are not the same. In fact,
this behaviour seems to have started with AMC the day Melvin got his bailout. Of the aggregate volumes of
January and February 2021, almost two thirds (61.3%) of volume happened in the two weeks following the 25th of
January. The only other dates in January that saw these patterns are Fridays (options expiration). Based on my
earlier research I also believe that a considerable amount of the later trades on AMC are not synthetic forwards,
but straddles (a volatility play).

As I hinted at earlier, I now believe that most of these trades on GME are sell-side hedges for total return
swaps. u/Zinko83 compared my data with confirmed swap trades on GME, and we were not only able to match
dates, but actual volumes. These findings are preliminary. It's always possible that we're just being retarded.
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I have no financial education, and thus I can not give financial advice. None of this post is intended as such.
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change my positions on the tickers mentioned in the next two trading days. This post is not intended to encourage
nor to deter you from doing so yourself.
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premium collected). Primes doesn’t want this to happen. Prime only cares about collecting the $1. They 
don’t care what direction the stock goes, they just want risk free money. So here is where the unintentional 
manipulation begins.

Prime collects $1 in the scenario above. They know their counter party is short, so they too want to be 
short on their own so they don’t lose principal if the stock goes down. So they create a married call/put 
option 4 months out for the expiry of the swap. This position is where the time travel begins, because the 
buy/write option borrows shares from the future to hedge their bet today. They then sell those newly 
created shares short to match the swap position. Now they are short the stock equal to the swap. So if the 
swap is for 1,000,000 shares, they create 1,000,000 shares. If it’s 10,000,000, they create 10,000,000. 
Note: these shares that they create and sell short are marked as long and sold short. There was no 
borrow so there is no SI% increase associated with it.

Here’s where the intentional malicious behavior begins though. The SEC has commented on it as well. 
SHF and the primes got greedy, because they saw the profit in this relationship. So SHFs started to short 
the stock directly in addition to their swaps, to increase the drop in the price of the stock further. Primes 
saw the stock wasn’t going back up, so they just failed to deliver. Why cover at $90 when you can cover at
$80 in a month. Or $60 in 4 months.

Opinion: I think this whole process is a loud secret on wallstreet, and I think many of the layers of the 
market are in on this practice. I think some of the PFOF brokers knew (see APEX S-4 merger charter), 
and were internalizing retail buys to increase the price drops (blocking buy pressure). That way when retail 
and investors saw 10-20% losses they sold, and brokers pocketed the difference. The above board 
brokers (fidelity and IBKR) who I don’t believe are engaging in CFD, made a shit ton lending out retail 
shares to SHF. In the end, the system ended up creating farrrrrr to many shares. Many of which aren’t 
reported. Then came January. It was the perfect storm. So perfect that Melvin was about to get blown up 
and send the US market and Economy back into the dark ages. But I guess that’s a story for another time.

Hope you enjoyed my TED talk. Great work OP. Evidences what I have long assumed was the case.

I see some fraud comments as always. On its face, it’s not necessarily fraud. think of it, and options, more
as time traveling. These positions start with normal intentions and basic strategies. Short hedge fund
wants to short a stock, but they don’t want to do it by borrowing the stock and driving up the SI%. Exiting a
large short position is also VERY difficult (news flash, shorts didn’t close). So they go to their prime and
open a swap. This is all fine and dandy on its face, because the actual stock itself hasn’t been
manipulated (think true sense of the word, and not with malicious intent) at this point. It’s just a bet
between 2 chads on which way a stock is gonna go.

Where the “unintentional” manipulation of the stock begins is with the prime hedging their swap. If the
position was unhedged by the prime, here is what it would look like using arbitrary made up figures. Stock
is at $100 and a 4 month swap agreement is begins. Prime collects premium up front for the swap; call it
$1. Stock naturally goes down to $90 on its own over 4 months. At expiry, prime lost $9 ($10 change - $1
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